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To encourage professionals working in specific aspects of employee mobility to gain extensive 
and useful knowledge of all aspects of global employee mobility.

To establish a common and universal understanding of the field of global mobility.

To raise the professionalism of those involved in relocation.

To encourage continuing education for professional development.

To encourage self-development by offering guidelines for achievement in the relocation profession.

To identify and award special recognition to those persons who have demonstrated a comprehensive 
knowledge of the principles and practices of relocation, related disciplines, and laws governing and 
affecting relocation.

Why Earn a GMS® Designation

Overview
The Global Mobility Specialist (GMS®) designation signifies that designees are specialized in the field 
of global workforce mobility and are committed to ongoing industry education to grow their expertise. 
To acquire this sought-after credential, GMS® candidates must complete three education modules, either 
online, in-person or via a combination of both. Upon completion of the three modules, GMS® candidates 
must take and pass a comprehensive online examination on the principles and practices of global workforce 
mobility and intercultural management skills based on the materials encompassed across the three 
modules. Achieving your GMS® designation recognizes you as an industry leader and a knowledgeable 
contributor across the mobility arena.

Since its inception in 2004, more than 5,600 mobility professionals have earned the GMS® designation. 
Those 5,600 designees are located in 66 countries around the world.

Purposes of the GMS® Certification Program
The purposes of the Worldwide ERC® certification program are:
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To gain the confidence that comes with mastering the principles of talent mobility as defined by the 
industry.

To cultivate the ability to apply the principles and new knowledge to developing policies, services and 
practices. Worldwide ERC® has a tradition of unbiased, credible education in a specialized field of 
expertise.

To improve your job performance and widen your career opportunities.

To receive formal recognition of your knowledge and commitment to excellence in the talent mobility 
practice.  Add GMS® after your name in all professional correspondence, social media and other 
public media.  Your GMS® designation will appear next to your name in all Worldwide ERC® 
publications and correspondence, including our online directory of GMS® designees, and in 
Worldwide ERC®’s Roster and Directory.

To acquire extensive global mobility knowledge on up-to-the-minute topics impacting industry 
professionals.

To remain current in business practices and critical issues in mobility through continuing education.

To earn CRP® Continuing Education (CE) credits for your GMS® activities.



Two Steps to Earning the GMS® Designation

1. Complete all three GMS® modules, either online or in-person via a classroom setting, or a combination
of both.  GMS® classroom courses take place in North America, EMEA and APAC during the week of
Worldwide ERC®’s conferences.

2. Pass the online, comprehensive GMS® examination. You must achieve a score of 70% or higher.

GMS® Examination
Upon completion of all three Modules and the corresponding evaluations, you will receive immediate access 
to the examination. (There is no additional charge for access to the GMS® examination.) The 75-question 
online examination is designed to reinforce the material taught in each GMS® Module. Note that you must 
pass the GMS® examination with a 70% or higher score to earn the designation. You may complete the 
Modules as a professional learning experience and choose not to complete the examination, but you will not 
receive the designation or enjoy the benefits associated with having this unique credential.
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Eligibility
There are no eligibility requirements or prerequisites to participate in the program and earn the GMS® 
certification.  The program was designed to nurture a shared understanding of the field, to serve individuals 
who wish to differentiate themselves as knowledgeable in this field, and to create opportunity for innovation 
and growth in the industry



GMS® Course Content

Build a strong foundation in the basic compensation, benefits, policy and logistical aspects of an 
effective international assignment

Gain insights into today’s key challenges that are shaping the management and servicing of a worldwide 
mobile workforce

Develop an in-depth understanding of global mobility assistance, policies and practices

Discover methods that will enable enhanced communication among peers, clients, service partners, and 
expatriates and their families

Applied International Assignment Policy Development 

BY COMPLETING MODULE 1 YOU WILL:

CONTENT INCLUDES:

MODULE 1

The classic principles and components of the traditional international assignment and today’s changing 
practices

Corporate philosophies on compensation and benefits and how they shape policy and procedures

Strategies behind constructing or revising an expatriate policy and the key factors that drive policy 
decisions

Challenges of international assignment administration and how they affect policy, clients, and service 
partners

Emerging trends in global workforce mobility that will shape the future

Business imperatives driving the evolution of today’s expatriate population and policies

Key factors in the development and implementation of cost-of-living policies

Money-related matters affected by mobility such as fluctuating currencies and home- or host-country 
compensation approaches

An in-depth balance sheet review

The complex issue of home- and host-location housing
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BY COMPLETING MODULE 2 YOU WILL:

CONTENT INCLUDES:

Multiple considerations in developing policies and services for various assignment elements, including household 
goods, pets, transportation, education, home leave, spouse employment and premiums/special allowances

Methods for effective cost-tracking and examples of cost-control techniques
Preparation of in-depth cost estimates

Critical immigration issues affecting global mobility today
The key role of taxes in assignment costs and the application of the tax equalization approach

Policy practices for workforce security

Contract documentation that is critical to successful assignment administration

Effective techniques to enhance your communication with expatriates and their families

Strategies for successful repatriation programs

Explore the strategic, compensation and employee relations implications of short-term, commuter, 
rotational, career and localization assignments

Anticipate challenges and adapt your programs and policies to new business imperatives and the 
evolving needs of today’s expatriates

Develop cost-effective alternatives to the traditional expatriate approach

Business drivers that cause organizations to consider alternative mobility programs and when and why 
they are appropriate

How cost reduction pressures can drive short-term, commuter, rotational, career, localization and 
hybrid assignment programs and how an economic recovery and changed labor market can impact 
these programs

Myths and realities of short-term assignments

The difference between short-term assignments and extended business travel

MODULE 1 - CONTENT CONT’D
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Policy Alternatives, Strategies and Tactics for Global Workforce Mobility

MODULE 2
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How to develop a short-term assignment policy that will help your organization meet its global objectives 
cost-effectively while providing appropriate support for those who accept a short-term assignment on behalf 
of your organization

Terms and conditions for short-term, hybrid, commuter and rotational assignments

The feasibility of a localization program based on a company’s assignee population, benefit programs and the 
home/host locations

Primary drivers on the balance sheet that must be considered in a localization program as well as the secondary 
factors and their likely importance in the success of your program

Standard practices for phased compensation and benefit approaches to employee equity

Hurdles to localization and suggestions for overcoming them

The complexities of localization that lead organizations to offer hybrid mobility programs

How to communicate and explain a localization program to an assignee

Home-country, host-country and offshore approaches for global pension plans

Different options for global medical plans, including home- and host-country approaches

MODULE 2 - CONTENT CONT’D
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The Intercultural Challenge: Supporting Successful International Assignments

MODULE 3

BY COMPLETING MODULE 3 YOU WILL:

CONTENT INCLUDES:

Learn the basics of intercultural theory

Apply intercultural theory to relocation processes and real-time global business practices

Assignee selection and assessment techniques, tools and their applications

Opportunities for attracting and serving culturally diverse market segments

Explicit and implicit costs of international assignments borne by the organization as well as the 
expatriates and their families

The stages and phases of the adaptation process and the variety of coping styles employed by 
expatriates and their families
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Key characteristics that contribute to an employee’s success on international assignment

Methods to measure assignment success

The practices around intercultural education and training for assignees and their families

Essential components of a repatriation program that will help your organization realize maximum return on the 
significant investment made in workforce mobility

Real-time global business case studies

The dimensions of cultural differences based on research and theoretical models

Key components of intercultural education and how to tailor intercultural training to fit within budget constraints

Successful strategies for leading effective global teams

MODULE 3 - CONTENT CONT’D
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Staying in Touch with Worldwide ERC® 
It is your responsibility to inform Worldwide ERC® of changes to your contact information (i.e., address, 
company, name, email, etc.) as they occur. Please submit changes in writing to Worldwide ERC®’s 
Professional Development Department.

Worldwide ERC®’s Professional Development department is available Monday through Friday to assist with 
any questions candidates may have about the GMS® training program and any questions a designee may 
have about his or her certification. 

Phone 
Fax              
E-mail

Mail 

+1 703 842 3430, ext. 1
+1 703 527 1554 
GMS@WorldwideERC.org 

Worldwide ERC®
ATTN: Professional Development Dept.
4401 Wilson Blvd., Suite 510
Arlington, VA 22203




